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SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDE
The usage of social media and innovations in the e-commerce business
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INTRODUCTION
Social media
accounts
 Facebook
 Pinterest
 Instagram
 Twitter
 Polyvore
 Google+
 Tumblr
 YouTube

Requirements
The project requirement include the research, testing
and possible implementation of the social media
innovations into the current strategy planning. The
company requirements include the content and strategy
management of the most actively used social media
accounts and the brand promotion among the target
audience.

Social media innovations
The use of the influencer marketing, Instagram stories and
Live streaming show the potential for the improvement of the
company’s conversion level and its brand awareness.

Primary target audience
Dutch female of Age: 35-44. She has a
bachelor degree and her income is above
average. She is highly interested in interior
design and home decor products. The
quality and unique look of the product are
important for her than its price. She is
keeping up with the latest trends and reads
Elle Decoration, Vtwonen, Libelle.
Lifestyle
Seeking for the harmony in life and at the
same time, she likes to explore new things.
Setting the self-development as a priority for
her life in perspective.
Keeping the balance between the social life
and her own interests
Target segmentation
Euro-Socio Styles—New World
VALS—Innovators

Online behaviour:
purchasing innovative and
authentic products online
Active user: Instagram,
Facebook, Pinterest
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GLOSSARY
The definition of the most used terminology in social media and influencer
marketing field.

Definitions

KPI measurements

Impressions - the number of times when
the webpage or element on a webpage is
viewed. Each time a page is viewed, a page
impression is counted.

 Impressions
 Reach
 Engagement
 Post clicks

Reach - the number of people who see your
content.

 CPC

Engagement - the number of
interactions people have with your content
(i.e.: likes, comments, shares, retweets, etc.).

Socia media slang
Chatbot - the bot that live in
messaging apps (like FB
Messenger) and use AI to
perform tasks via simulated
conversation for customer
service.

Post click - the aim of post-click marketing is
to create an experience that will encourage
visitors to take action, such as requesting
information, registering their details or making
an online purchase.

Conversion - a positive action
that is taken on a website,
“conversion” ithe visitor into a
customer.

CPC - Cost Per Click and is an important
metric for marketers to understand when
analyzing the performance of their
digital campaigns and arbitraging
opportunities.

Formulas
Engagement rate
(With insight data)

Engagement rate
(Without insight data)

=

People who Liked,
Commented, Shared or
Clicked on Your Post
People who saw your
post (Post Reach)
Total post engagement
(Like, Comments,
Shares)

=

Total page likes

Example: When calculating
Engagement Rate for Competitors,
you don’t have access to their
Facebook Insights data
This calculation for Engagement Rate
can also be referred to as
Engagement as a % of Total Fans. To
draw meaningful conclusions, make
sure that when comparing competitor
engagement rates, you use this
calculation for your brand as well.

Example: campaign cost an
CPC (Cost Per Click)

=

Cost to Advertiser
Clicks

advertiser $100 and they received 32
clicks, the CPC would
be $3.125 (100/32 = #.125)*
*Source: http://digitaladblog.com/
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SOFTWARE
Social media management requires the usage and understanding of relevant
and suitable software at the certain stage of your business development.

Massplanner
Pros
Access all your social media accounts
from one easy place
Schedule all your posts for future
publishing.
Follow or unfollow people in your niche
automatically.
Small business owner and spread too
thin on different aspects of your business

Massplanner is a full automation software
for social media management. It includes
up to 12 social accounts. It is possible to
schedule and automatically post to
Facebook, Google+, Twitter, Pinterest,
Instagram and LinkedIn.
At this moment Massplanner is shut down
since there were too much spam tracked by
Facebook. Facebook is working on the
improvement of Instagram UX and content
which includes development of anti-spam
tools and reduction of the server costs.

Cons
You must leave it running all the time
on your computer to publish content at
scheduled times.
Not available for Mac or Linux users.
You will have to create a virtual
machine or a Windows VPS.
Pre-set up automation such as like and
comments don’t create genuine
connection with the audience and get
them confused about your brand.

Alternative software
Buffer

Hootsuite

The idea behind Buffer is that you set a
schedule and add posts to your “Buffer”,
then posts will be scheduled at the
intervals you have chosen.

Hootsuite enables you to manage
multiple social media accounts in one
place and sourcing engaging content.

- Sharing native video and photo resize
option. Instagram scheduling: you’ll get a
push notification from Buffer on your
phone. You can then press a button to
send your content over to the Instagram
app and publish as you would normally.

CPC (Cost Per Click)

- Internal analytics tool.

- Publishing & scheduling updates
- Responding to your followers
- Monitoring your progress with analytics
- Monitoring numerous streams at the
same time: mentions, hashtags,
keywords, home feed, competitors’ feeds,
etc.
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CURRENT SOCIAL MEDIA PLANNING
Most of the social media accounts in the company are managed with the
Massplanner. Facebook account is managed with the business version, which
allows to schedule the posts and get the insight to the channel performance.
Massplanner is a full automation software for the post scheduling and raising the
engagement level within the social media channels. It allows to set up such bots
as commenting and liking according to the specific key words. It is also possible
to set up such functions as follow, unfollow, follow back.
There are pro’s and con’s for the usage of Massplanner as the software for social
media management. The real con’s which was proven in practice: the drawback
of the automation for likes and comments with the certain keywords. The
designers and manufacturers of home decor and interior design products assume
that if they get a like or comment from the brand page, then they are chosen to
join the designer team. The process of selling with the company starts with the
application procedure on the main website, which is handled by the community
designer manager. Likes and comments which designers get from Massplanner
automation tool confuse the whole process of selling with company and make the
company unattractive for potential new members.
Automations are useful to implement in the very early stage of social media
planning for such purposes as: the followers growth, raising the level of brand
awareness. There is no real engagement happens with the target audience if the
the automation is used for the long term period. It is really hard to undertstand
your audience and send them the right message via your social media channels.
Massplanner doesn’t have the analytics tool which push the social media
manager on a search of the alternative tool. Buffer and Hootsuite are one of the
most trusted programs for social media management. Both of them have the
access to free trial version. Buffer is also available to download as a mobile
application. These platforms have the high ranking and authority level in social
media world.
The automation software have the limitations in the usage of innovative tools
within social media channels. Most of social media management platforms are
suitable for basic scheduling while the rest of the innovative tools an be used
manually from the social media channel. The new features in the social media
worls such as Live-streaming, Instagram stories, galleries, emojis, location
mapping are available to use only manually.
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acebook
71%

Target audience
Country: Netherlands

female

27% male

City: Amsterdam
Language: Dutch

25-34 y.o.

Best post

Best categories in reach
Outdoor décor: 7K
Indoor furniture: 6K
Lighting: 5,4K
Designer collection: 4,8K
Home décor: 4K

Mon

Tu

Wed

Th

Fr

Sat

Sun

7.30 p.m

7.15 p.m

7.30 p.m

7.10 p.m

-

1.15 p.m

-

When creating a post you should not
only know the website product catalogue
but also take into account such factors
as the season and upcoming holidays.
The cooperation with the interior design
and home décor bloggers, who used
backlinks in their articles, improved the
overall performance level on Facebook.

Best

#
interiordesign

design

furniture

moderndesign

Suggestions for the campaigns:
New in the House, Product of the week,
Popular trend collection, Bestsellers,
Seasonal promotion.
Post should include the name designer
(possibly tagged) + short description of
the product + link (using bit.ly) + relevant
#

The campaign post should
include multiple images—
carousel.

*See the Appendix 1 for more details
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Instagram
Target audience
Country: United Kingdom

Best

#

moderndesign

City: London

decoration

Language: English

homedecor

design

Tu*

6 p.m

Th

2 p.m

Sat

9.30 p.m

Best categories in reach

61% female

Homedecor, pots

11K

Walldecor

10,6K

Indoor furniture (bookshelf)

10K

25-34 y.o.

Collaboration campaign (Elle
Decor)

9,6K

It is quite important to take into account the style and colour palette of
the image for Instagram account. The
solid look and style is one of the main
things which is attractive for the visitors.

those type of images with the neutral
ones including a single object.

39%

male

The choice of the image for Instagram may be differ from all the other
social media campaigns. Don’t overload the feed with “heavy” images
which include multiple objects. Mix

Best post

It is a good idea to start creating the
gallery posts for the designer campaigns. The followers will get the better
impression about their collection.
Instagram stories and Live videos
should be tested and possibly implemented. The product review can be
done by the designers with so-called—
take over Instagram stories.
Suggestions for the
campaigns:
New in the House, Product of the week, Popular
trend collection, Bestsellers, Seasonal promotion.
Post should include the
designer name (possibly
tagged) + short product
description + learn more/
shop button or a link in
bio + relevant #
*See the Appendix 2 for more details
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Twitter
Target audience
Country: United Kingdom

Best

#

moderndesign

Language: English

bestsellers

Lifestyle: Online buyers

homedecor

design

Mo*

11 a.m

Fr

3 p.m

Sat

7.30 p.m

Best categories in reach:

50% female
50%

male

25-34 y.o

Indoor furniture

2,7K

Lifestyle, accessories

2K

Lighting

1,8K

Homedecor, pots

1,8K

Best post
bring not only the usual interior design
and home décor products but also the
lifestyle accessories category.
Twitter posts should include quite attractive and standing out images. The text
message is limited in symbols so it
should convey the idea about the product
in a brief way.
In order to maintain the high engagement
level, it is a good idea to retweet the relevant trendy and inspirational posts. The
existing designer list should be updated
regularly.
Suggestions for the campaigns:
Twitter is one of the active social media accounts in the company. The
channel is updated regularly in order
to maintain the brand awareness
level among its target audience. It
doesn’t affect the conversion level via
social referrals.
The highest level of engagement

New in the House, Product of the week,
Popular trend collection, Bestsellers,
Seasonal promotion.
Post should include the name designer
(possibly tagged) + short description of
the product + link (using bit.ly) + relevant
#
*See the Appendix 3 for more details
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interest
Target audience
Country: USA
Language: English

63,5% female
36,5%

male

Interests: Design, Art, DIY

Best pins

Best categories in reach*

Pinterest is one of the most active and engaging social media
channels in the company. The
channel’s boards are updated
regularly with the new and trendy
product images according to their
theme and style.
At this moment Pinterest brings
the highest amount of conversions via social referrals. It is
important to keep the main page
with the boards clean and attractive for the visitors.

Indoor furniture (tables)

51K

Indoor furniture (chairs)

48K

Indoor furniture (bookshelves)

44K

Lighting, pendant

9K

Once the account got suspended and
the access was blocked for 2 weeks.
The conversion level dropped drastically
and the number of followers reduced in
2,5 times. The reason of the suspension
was the high amount of re-pins from the
other brands. There were several inspirational boards with quite different content. After the suspension the inspirational boards were deleted and the other
were updated with the shorter and SEO
friendly description. April and May’s Pinterest account was used an example of
building the clean and fresh look for CH
account.
The most popular and trendy boards
should be relocated to the top of the
page. For instance, in summer—summer
outdoor and fashion should be placed on
the top. Home décor and indoor furniture
boards are permanently placed on the
top of the page.
The new boards should correspond the
latest trends in interior design and home
décor field.
*See the Appendix 4 for more details
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Polyvore
Target audience
Country: USA
Language: English
Interests: Fashion, interior
design, home decor

Best performed categories*
Accent Tables

1,7K

Ceiling Lights

1,3K

Wall Art

624

Vases

476

Age: 25-34

Best performed sets

Polyvore is quite actively used by the
company as the source of paid CPC
(Cost Per Click) product promotion.
The promotion is based on creating different types of product sets (collages) based
on the trend, designer campaign or the
category. As a part of promotion, the sets
should be shared in the relevant Polyvore
groups (up to 5 per set) where they can
noticed by other users. The sets should
regularly submitted to the group contests:
the winner gets quite high level of engagement and reach among the target
audience. Before uploading the set, make
sure to add the relevant hashtags and
keywords.

Home décor—artisanal

Men fashion and home decor

Currently the sets are created weekly.
The current frequency of set creation is
not high enough to get the necessary
conversion level. For each campaign
there should be created at least 2 sets
twice a week. The new sets should correspond the latest interior design, fashion
and home décor trends.
In order to get more followers, the sets
should be promoted via additional social
media channels such as: Twitter, Tumblr
and Pinterest. It will not only raise the
number of followers but also create more
brand awareness. Strengthening the
brand image and the awareness is the
starting point for the the improvement of
conversion level via social referrals.

Natural interior design and home decor
*See the Appendix 5 for more details
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INFLUENCER MARKETING

The testing of the influencer campaign showed some important outcomes that
could be used for the better performance of the next influencer campaign.
First of all, the database of the relevant influencers for the company should be up
to date. At this moment there are some relevant influencers with really engaging
content who haven’t reached the followers level of the microinfluencer (10K+) but
they have potential to cross the line in the nearest future. Some of the microinfluencers in the existing database of the company perform well at this moment but
their engagement level can fluctuate from time to time.
It is recommended to use the internal analytics tool on the Influicity.com in order
to check the current engagement rate of the specific influencer before approach

ing him/her. The engagement rate of the influencer without insight can be calculated according to this formula: The total number of People who Liked,
Commented, Shared or Clicked on Your Post / People who saw your post (Post
Reach).
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INFLUENCER MARKETING
The communication with the influencer should be adjusted per person and established in advance before approaching with the specific offer.
For instance, the first stage of the communication requires following the influencer, liking and commenting his/her posts and engaging with the audience as well.
In case of testing the first influencer campaign some steps of the social engagement were accelerated or skipped. It caused the problem of weak connection
bond with the influencer and as the result lack of awareness about the brand
and its values.

Once you are noticed by the influencer and got a good insight into his /her field
of interest it is time to start searching for a suitable product that would represent
your brand. Prepare the proposal with the necessary requirements from your
side and offer some benefits for the influencer, such as re-sharing his post on
your social media channels.
It is a good idea to prepare the selection of free products so that the influencer will have the possibility to choose the one that he/she likes the best and feel
more encouraged to share it in his/her feed. Before preparing the selection of
suitable products for promotion, make sure that all of them are currently in stock
and available to ship the specific destination. Ask the designer of the product for
promotion to take extra care of the shipping process so that the delivery will be
made on time and without any damage.
It is recommended to keep the influencer updated about the delivery status of
the shipped product. Once it is delivered, make sure that the influencer understands the requirements of your proposal before featuring the product in his/her
social media feed. After the product is featured, make sure to track its performance progress in order to see what could have affected its engagement rate.
Right after the featured post with your brand was uploaded by the influencer,
keep an eye on the change in impressions, reach, post clicks and followers number. In this way you have the ability to compare the account performance with
the other days and posts.
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INFLUENCER MARKETING
If you have good and stable relations with the influencer then it is possible to
ask him/her to share the details regarding the performance of your featured
product. Otherwise, use the formula mentioned above in order to calculate the
engagement rate of the influencer’s post. Once you re-shared the post with the
featured product on social media feed of your brand, all the required KPI
measurements should be done. They usually include the number of impressions, reach and engagement level, number of clicks and shares. The KPI
measurements can be done in the very beginning of the influencer campaign
and after a month since the post was shared. In this way, there will be visible
the overall result of the influencer campaign.
The results of the testing influencer campaign with interior stylist Jess van den
Berg are represented in the infographics below.

One of the successful campaign of Made.com managed by Cirqle.com was as
an example for the choice of the specific KPI measurements.
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INFLUENCER MARKETING
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APPENDIX 1
Analytics data of Facebook performance (01.04 - 23.06.2017)
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APPENDIX 2
Analytics data of Instagram performance (01.04 - 23.06.2017)
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APPENDIX 3
Analytics data of Twitter performance (01.04 - 23.06.2017)
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APPENDIX 4
Analytics data of Pinterest performance (01.04 - 23.06.2017)
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APPENDIX 5
Analytics data of Polyvore performance (01.04 - 23.06.2017)
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